
When you choose an Airstream touring coach you aren’t 
choosing a vehicle where best-in-class requires an 

upgrade. It comes standard. 

QUALITYQUALITYGuide



Confidence in Every
Detail

When you choose an Airstream touring coach, you're not just buying 

an RV – you're investing in over 90 years of unparalleled expertise in 

recreational vehicle craftsmanship.

With more than 50 years of expertise in building motorized recreational vehicles, our 

design, engineering, and manufacturing teams are on a constant quest to push beyond 

the boundaries of style, luxury, and innovation. Whether it's a sleek, feature-filled Class 

B touring coach, an adventure van that lets you explore beyond the pavement, or a 

European-inspired travel van that lets you bring the whole family along for the ride, 

Airstream touring coaches are ready to make your travel dreams come true.

Discover more about the power, performance, safety, and capabilities at the heart of 

Airstream’s motorized lineup with our in-depth Airstream Touring Coach Quality Guide.

Founded in 1931, Airstream has spent almost a century honing our craft and 

improving our products. That legacy speaks for itself, with iconic products that are 

instantly recognizable as symbols of exploration, adventure, and travel freedom.

A Legacy of Excellence



Safety Comes

With an Airstream touring coach, every available safety 

feature offered by Mercedes-Benz or RAM is included as 

standard.

Other RV manufacturers offer safety features as upgrades. But Airstream 

touring coaches are designed to provide peace of mind and enhance the 

overall safety of your journey, ensuring you can focus on enjoying the road 

ahead. For Airstream, safety comes standard – not as an optional upgrade.

From blind spot monitoring and adaptive features that automatically 

adjust with road conditions, and camera monitors that give you increased 

situational awareness, Airstream touring coach safety features provide 

excellent protection whether navigating a parking lot or an interstate 

highway. Relax in the rhythm of the road and enjoy the journey as much 

as the destination, with safety features that have your back every time you 

leave the driveway. 

Standard



• Active Brake Assist

• Active Distance Assist - Distronic Plus

• Active Driver Attention Assist

• Active Lane Keeping Assist

• Adaptive Electronic Stability Program 

(ESP)

• Cross Wind Assist

• E -Call Assist

• Exterior Camera System

• High Beam Assist

• Hill Start Assist

• Multiple Safety Impact Air Bags

• Traffic Sign Assist

• Wet Wiper System

• Auto High Beam Headlamp Control

• Automatic Headlamps

• Crosswind Assist

• Drowsy Driver Detection

• Electronic Stability Control (ESC)

• Front and Side Curtain Airbags

• Front Fog Lamps

• Full-Speed Forward Collision Warning 

Plus Pedestrian Emergency Braking

• Heavy Duty Anti Lock Braking System

• ParkView® Rear Back-Up Camera

• Rain Sensing Wipers

• Traffic Sign Information

• Trailer Sway Control

Mecedes-Benz Sprinter Van RAM ProMaster

Standard Safety
Features in Airstream

Touring Coaches



Performance and Power 
Under the
We believe in doing things the right way, which is why we only collaborate 

with certified partners.

Every Airstream touring coach is powered by a capable and dependable engine that will 

provide years of diligent service as you pursue your travel dreams. In addition to selecting all 

the available features we can fit into each coach, we also introduce additional features like 

Air Ride suspension and secondary alternators to help charge cabin battery systems. The 

addition of these extra features aren’t taken lightly – you can trust that each enhancement is 

rigorously tested and approved by the chassis manufacturer. This ensures not only optimal 

performance but also peace of mind for Airstream touring coach owners.

Powerful Engines: Ample horsepower and torque ensure smooth acceleration and effortless 

cruising on highways and mountain roads.

Smooth Ride: Enjoy a comfortable, pleasant ride quality, thanks to advanced suspension 

systems and engineering that absorb road imperfections and vibrations.

Responsive Handling: With precise steering and responsive handling characteristics, 

Airstream touring coaches offer exceptional maneuverability, allowing drivers to navigate tight 

turns and parking lots with ease.

Fuel Efficiency: Energy-efficient engines reduce operating costs and environmental impact 

without sacrificing performance.

Towing Capacity: Airstream touring coaches come with impressive towing capacities, 

allowing you to bring along smaller trailers, boats, or other recreational vehicles for     

extended adventures.

Hood



Design and Luxury
No matter where the road takes you, luxury is always within reach.

Whether you're embarking on a cross-country adventure or simply escaping for 

the weekend, Airstream touring coaches ensure you travel in unparalleled comfort. 

Thoughtful amenities abound, from state-of-the-art entertainment systems to gourmet 

kitchens equipped with top-of-the-line appliances. Each floor plan is meticulously crafted 

to cater to the most discerning travelers.

• High-quality, lite-ply and hardwood cabinets are hand-built by our craftsmen. You 

won't find particle board in our residential-style cabinetry.

• A multi-layer, insulated floor and wheel wells provide greater heating and cooling 

efficiency, as well as dampening road noise while en route.

• Relax and kick back on seating upholstered in luxurious, durable, and easy-to-clean 

fabrics like Ultra-leather and Nassimi Vinyl.

• Marine-grade, vinyl flooring is soft under foot, resistant to dirt and debris, and cleans 

up quickly.

• Signature aluminum accents throughout deliver that iconic Airstream look on the 

ceiling, cabinet framing, and trim.



Manufactured with 
Care and Attention to 
Detail
Since 1980, all Airstream recreational vehicles have been manufactured in 

Jackson Center, Ohio. Our sprawling campus features a 275,000-square-

foot dedicated touring coach manufacturing plant – the world’s largest 

dedicated Class B/B+ RV production facility.

Inside, we outfit every chassis with additional upgraded features, while 

nearby our craftspeople hand-build furniture, cabinetry, beds, and more 

in our in-house woodshop. Driver and passenger seats are removed and 

reupholstered, while the interior is outfitted with the very best appliances 

available on the market. We leak test every unit in our on-site water test 

bays, where 88 high-pressure spray nozzles douse each unit with 350 

gallons of water a minute while we check the interior for leaks. Only once 

the unit has passed its leak test is it approved to move on for final buildout.  

in Ohio

Airstream founder Wally Byam demanded that his company only make improvements, 

and never make changes simply for the sake of change. More than ninety years later 

we’re still living up to that design philosophy, with improvements that upgrade the 

travel experience beyond the norm. Likewise, our associates work hard to improve 

their skills and the production process, with suggestions for how to adjust for better 

efficiency and quality. And when it comes to quality, our system employs numerous 

checks throughout the production line before a comprehensive check of every 

system, appliance, light switch, plumbing and gas line, and more before the unit is 

cleared for delivery to waiting customers across the country.

Only Make Improvements



Care For the

Working together to preserve and protect the outdoor world we all 

love to enjoy.

Every Airstream is manufactured with durable materials that last for generations. The 

vast majority of materials left over from production are recycled, and Airstream is 

constantly working to better understand how we can further reduce non-recyclable 

output during manufacturing. In addition, we’ve set our sights on a zero-waste-to-landfill 

goal and are continuing efforts to strengthen this already robust program that reduces 

waste across the business.

Airstream’s manufacturing facilities are powered by renewable energy through a 

unique partnership with the local community. Jackson Center Municipal Power’s 

EcoSmart Choice program allows Airstream to purchase renewable energy from wind, 

hydroelectric, or landfill gas projects offered through American Municipal Power, Inc.

Environment

Our streamlined production process minimizes waste and utilized low-emission 

materials. That's why every Airstream touring coach – as well as our manufacturing 

process – is certified Emerald Green Off Grid by the TRA Certification of Elkhart, 

Indiana. That's the highest level of certification, and it's based on a third-party 

evaluation of resources, energy and water efficiency, indoor environmental quality, 

and operation and maintenance of production facilities.

Certified Emerald Green



Roll with the Best®

Find your Touring Coach at Airstream.com

Share on Social

https://www.airstream.com/

